SkyRetreat

FLYING BAREFOOT
IN THE MIND
A220

YACHT FEELING
ABOVE THE CLOUDS
Welcome to SkyRetreat, our latest design for
the Airbus A220. It translates the travel experience of a luxury yacht into a never-before-seen
aircraft interior. Wooden decking, spacious
design, and the latest technical features create
an atmosphere of pure relaxation. Lean back
and enjoy the feeling of a luxury boat trip or an
exclusive beach club – at 41,000 feet.

THE GREAT WHITE OPEN

True relaxation calls for a reduction to the essentials. This is why we eliminated
every unnecessary element in the cabin interior. The materials used are reduced
to a minimum, contributing to a calm and restful travel experience. The spacious
ambience is enhanced by the simple division of the cabin space into three zones:
a variable utility area at the rear, a spacious and open lounge, and our revolutionary observation deck at the front.

ENDLESS NEW
HORIZONS
Experience the fascination of flying in the front
row. For SkyRetreat, we created an observation
deck that breaks down the barrier between pilot
and passenger. Feel like a member of the pilots’
team while enjoying the stunning view from our
extended cockpit zone. And even if you leave
your front seat, you still appreciate the unique
observation deck through the sun’s rays that
bathe the whole cabin in natural light.

DEPART FROM THE
ORDINARY
With SkyRetreat, travelling to your destination
becomes the best part of your journey. Our
open space concept enables a highly versatile
and individual use of the cabin, offering you
even more possibilities to enjoy your flight time.
Even the interior fittings adapt to your needs.
The buffet element can, for example, be used
for drinks and catering as well as for technically
demanding multimedia applications.

ENJOY THE MIX
A cocktail is not the only mix our buffet has
to offer. With just a touch of a finger, its surface
is transformed into a pair of turntables – and
your cocktail zone becomes a chill-out lounge
or even a party area. All this is made possible
by a smart interactive surface that enables
you to display anything you can imagine
on a screen – whether it is a game of chess,
a movie, or important business data.

WHATEVER
SUITS YOU
Do you prefer to relax in your private aircraft
and enjoy a movie alone? Spend quality time
with your family? Celebrate with your friends?
Or perhaps arrange an important business
meeting while flying to your next destination?
SkyRetreat has been designed to meet all of
these wishes in one luxurious space.

NATURE MEETS TECHNOLOGY

The nature-inspired design is dominated by
the distinctive wooden flooring and the upper
cabin section, which is intended to open the
ceiling with a pure and restrained stylistic
language. The numerous technical features
in the interior are discreetly integrated into
the design. State-of-the-art equipment such
as 4K displays, smart touch surfaces, mood
lighting, and the latest connectivity solutions
are always within easy reach, ready to satisfy
your personal needs.
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